PEDESTAL 1

CBCS 136 LEGACY COLLECTION
Acquired from Yoshio Fujimoto, Akatsuki Bonsai Club member, who planted it
from a “mother” tree in Yoshio’s back yard.
Yoshio was born 1929 in Penryn just outside Sacramento. At the age of four, he was
sent to Japan for schooling, which was a common practice by Japanese families at the
time. Yoshio stayed there during the war. In 1949 Yoshio returned to the US, and in
1952 he was drafted into the army. Upon completing his service, he became a
gardener and started a nursery.
Original Artist/ Maker: Yoshio Fujimoto
Common Name: Japanese Maple

Botanical Name: Acer palmatum

Date Acquired: 5/2017
Age: Estimated 50 years+
Deciduous
Style: Informal Upright or Moyogi: The trunk and branches incorporate visible curves,
but the apex, or tip, of the tree is located directly above the trunk's entry into the soil line.
Similar to the formal upright style, branches progress regularly from largest at the bottom
to smallest at
Donor: Chuck Nelson

PEDESTAL 2

CBCS 138 LEGACY COLLECTION
Artist/ Maker: Mike Nishitani
Common Name: Cherry
Botanical Name: Prunus serrulata, which is commonly called sakura
Date Acquired: 4/2017
Age: Estimated 30-40+ years
Deciduous
Style: Informal Upright or Moyogi: The trunk and branches incorporate visible curves,
but the apex, or tip, of the tree is located directly above the trunk's entry into the soil line.
Similar to the formal upright style, branches progress regularly from largest at the bottom
to smallest at
Donor: Mike Nishitani

PEDESTAL 3

CBCS 090

LEGACY COLLECTION

Artist/ Maker: Irene Tamura
During WWII, Irene Tamura (1922-2011) was interned at the Tule Lake camp with her husband
Harold and their young daughter. Such was the fate of over 120,000 Japanese Americans, most of them
US citizens, living on the west coast during WWII. After the Tamura family’s release, they returned to
Madera to farm grapes. Irene began spending time creating a Japanese garden at their home and took
an interest in bonsai, creating many from seedlings from her garden, including this Japanese maple
forest. Irene was self-taught and became a long-time member of Akatsuki, the Fresno bonsai club at the
time when women bonsai artists were a rarity.
The Legacy Collection is comprised of bonsai with historical importance having been created by
Japanese immigrant and Japanese American artists. These bonsai have distinct techniques and
approaches to styling adapted to plant species native to California. The Clark Bonsai Collection functions
as a bonsai museum and endeavors to maintain these bonsai in the aesthetic style of the original artists
to preserve this important part of the history of bonsai.
Common Name: Japanese Maple

Botanical Name: Acer palmatum

Date Acquired: January 2017
Age:
Deciduous
Style: Yose-ue/Forest This style describes a planting of many trees, typically an odd number
unless too many to count easily, in a bonsai pot. The pot has very low sides, to emphasize the
height of the trees. The trees are usually the same species, with a variety of heights employed
to add visual interest and to reflect the age differences encountered in mature forests. The goal
is to portray a view into a forest.
Donor: Chuck Nelson

PEDESTAL 4

Raft (Ikadabuki) bonsai styles mimic a natural phenomenon that occurs when a tree
topples onto its side, for example, from soil eroding beneath the tree. Branches along the top
side of the trunk continue to grow as a group of new trunks. Sometimes, roots will develop from
buried portions of the trunk. Raft-style trees give the illusion that they are a group of separate
trees, while actually being the branches of a tree planted on its side.
This Raft bonsai was created from a tree removed from Ray Thieme's Trident Maple
Forest when it was restyled and transplanted by Ryan Neil in 2018. Peter Schaeffer of the
Fresno Bonsai Society built the box. The raft was created by Bob Hilvers and the CBCS team.
The team removed it from the box and the raft bonsai was potted in February, 2020. It is still a
work in progress. Branches are allowed to grow freely to increase the sizes of the trunks.

CBCS 72
Artist/ Maker: Bob Hilvers and CBCS Team
Common Name: Trident Maple
Botanical Name: Acer buergerianum (A. trifidum)
Date Acquired: Forest 5/10/15 Tree boxed for raft 1/28/18
Potted 2/20
Deciduous
Style: Ikadabuki/Raft, straight-line These styles mimic a natural phenomenon that occurs
when a tree topples onto its side, for example, from soil eroding beneath the tree. Branches
along the top side of the trunk continue to grow as a group of new trunks. Sometimes, roots will
develop from buried portions of the trunk. Raft-style bonsai can have sinuous or straight-line
trunks, all giving the illusion that they are a group of separate trees, while actually being the
branches of a tree planted on its side. The straight-line style has all the trees in a single line.
Donor: Bill Clark (Donor of Ray Thieme’s Trident Maple Forest CBCS 15)

PEDESTAL 5

CBCS 015
Artist/ Maker: Ray Thieme (See Biography)
Common Name: Trident maple

Botanical Name: Acer buergerianum ( A. trifidum)

Date Acquired: 5/10/13
Age: Estimated age of largest tree 50 years + (second largest tree is reputed to be of native
Japanese origin)
Deciduous
Style: Yose-ue/Forest Group This style describes a planting of many trees, typically an odd
number unless too many to count easily, in a bonsai pot. The pot has very low sides, to
emphasize the height of the trees, and may be replaced by a flat slab of rock. The trees are
usually the same species, with a variety of heights employed to add visual interest and to reflect
the age differences encountered in mature forests. The goal is to portray a view into a forest,
and perspective effects, such as placing the smallest trees toward the rear, are important in
developing a specimen in this style.
Donor: Purchased/Bill Clark

PEDESTAL 6

CBCS 057
Artist/ Maker: Ray Thieme
Common name: Japanese Liquidambar
Date Acquired: 5/10/12
Age: Estimated to be 10 years +
Deciduous / Evergreen: Deciduous
Botanical Name: Liquidambar Japonicus
Style: Sokan/Twin-trunk
Two trunks rise from a single set of roots. The base of the trunks
generally touch and may be joined to each other up to a short distance above the soil. One
trunk is taller and thicker than the other, and both are clearly visible from the bonsai's front.
Donor: Ray Thieme

PEDESTAL 7

CBCS 039
Artist/ Maker: Unknown
Common name: Texas Cedar Elm
Botanical Name: Ulmus crassifolia
Date Acquired: July, 2018
Age:
Deciduous
Style: Informal Upright or Moyogi: The trunk and branches incorporate visible curves,
but the apex, or tip, of the tree is located directly above the trunk's entry into the soil line.
Similar to the formal upright style, branches progress regularly from largest at the bottom
to smallest at
Donor: Kimura Bonsai & Landscape Nursery/FPI Holdings Trust

PEDESTAL 8

CBCS 144 LEGACY COLLECTION
History reported by Chuck Nelson: "Mike Nishitani is a Kibei (a term used to describe Japanese
Americans born in the United States who returned to America after receiving their education in Japan). He
met his lovely wife in Japan, married, and came back to this country after the war. Mike told me that while
going to school in Japan, the government sent him to pilot school. Towards the end of the war, they were
running out of airplanes, so he was never called to the air force. So luckily Mike dodged that bullet
(literally) or they might have made him a Kamikazi pilot!"

Original Artist/ Maker: Mike Nishitani
Common Name: Trident Maple
Botanical Name: Acer buergerianum
Date Acquired: May, 2017
Age:
Deciduous
Style: Forest or Yose-ue: This style describes a planting of many trees, typically an odd number
unless too many to count easily, in a bonsai pot. The pot has very low sides, to emphasize the
height of the trees. The trees are usually the same species, with a variety of heights employed
to add visual interest and to reflect the age differences encountered in mature forests. The goal
is to portray a view into a forest, and perspective effects, such as placing the smallest trees
toward the rear, are important in developing a specimen in this style.
Donor: Chuck Nelson

PEDESTAL 9

CBCS 012
Artist/ Maker: Kathy Boomsma (See Biography)
Common Name: Japanese Maple
Date Acquired: 5/10/06

Botanical Name: Acer Plamatum

Age: Estimated age 40 years +

Deciduous
Style: Chokkan/Formal upright
The tree has a straight, upright, tapering trunk. Branches
progress regularly from the thickest and broadest at the bottom to the finest and shortest at the
top. This gives the branches a triangular shape and symmetry which is sought after for a formal
upright style. There should be strong surface roots visible, moving from the base of the trunk
downward into the soil, and radiating evenly around the trunk (preferably with none pointing
directly toward the viewer).
Donor: Kathy Boomsma

British bonsai carving master Will Baddeley (left) spent a weekend at the Clark Bonsai
Collection carving the deadwood on selected bonsai. This is Will working on Kathy
Boomsma’s Japanese maple. The picture in the middle is how the trunk looked before his
carving work intended to add visual interest and a look of age, as seen to the right.

PEDESTAL 10

CBCS 091
Artist/ Maker: Ray Thieme (See Biography)
Common Name: Chinese Elm
Botanical Name: Ulmus parvifolia
Date Acquired: 4/16 (Koen Nai)
Age:
Deciduous
Style: Shakan Slanting The trunk is straight like that of a bonsai grown in the formal upright
style. However, the slant style trunk emerges from the soil at an angle, and the apex of the
bonsai will be located to the left or right of the root base. Branches will generally parallel the
ground, rather than growing at right angles to the slanted trunk.
Donor: Ray Thieme

PEDESTAL 11

CBCS 079 LEGACY COLLECTION
This tree is known to have once been owned by Toichi Domoto having been purchased from
him by local bonsai artist, Ray Thieme. Mr. Domoto, owner of a Camellia nursery in Hayward
California, or his wife, planted this tree in a bonsai container in early 1939 or late 1940. In early
1942, along with all Japanese Americans living on the west coast of the USA were detained and
relocated to internment camps. The Domoto’s left their nursery/home and all their possessions,
including this bonsai, in the hands of a non-Japanese employee. Upon their return after the
war, they found their nursery, home, possessions including this bonsai intact. A very rare
occurrence as most Japanese Americans lost everything during this dark episode in our history.
This bonsai is one of only two documented to have been owned by a Japanese American prior
to WWII. Another much older one is in the Pacific Rim Bonsai Museum. It appears that all
others were lost.
Artist/ Maker: Ray Thieme/ Domoto
Common Name: Trident maple
Date Acquired: 5/15/13

Botanical Name: Acer burgerianum

Age: 79-80 years

Deciduous

Style: Chokkan Formal upright The tree has a straight, upright, tapering trunk. Branches progress
regularly from the thickest and broadest at the bottom to the finest and shortest at the top. This gives the
branches a triangular shape and symmetry which is sought after for a formal upright style.[7] There
should be strong surface roots visible, moving from the base of the trunk downward into the soil, and
radiating evenly around the trunk (preferably with none pointing directly toward the viewer)
Donor: Bill Clark

PEDESTAL 12

CBCS 081

URBAN YAMADORI

Collected from a yard in the highway 41 right of way.
Artist/ Maker: Bob Hilvers from original material rescued from a construction site by John Roehl
Common Name: Chinese elm
Botanical Name: Ulmus parvifolia
Date Acquired: 5/10/ 09
Age: Estimated to be 50 years +
Deciduous / Evergreen: Deciduous
Style: Sokan/Twin-trunk
Two trunks rise from a single set of roots. The base of the trunks
generally touch and may be joined to each other up to a short distance above the soil. One
trunk is taller and thicker than the other, and both are clearly visible from the bonsai's front.
Donor: Bob Hilvers (See Biography)

PEDESTAL 13

CBCS 016

SPONSOR: TESSA CAVALLETTO

Believed to have been collected in the swamps of Florida. Named the “Swamp Monster.”
Artist/ Maker: Ray Thieme. Current tree styled by museum staff
Common Name: Bald cypress
Botanical Name: Taxodium distichum
Date Acquired: 5/10/10
Age: Estimated age 50 years +
Deciduous
Style: Moyogi/Informal upright The trunk and branches incorporate visible curves, but the apex,
or tip, of the tree is located directly above the trunk's entry into the soil line. Similar to the formal
upright style, branches progress regularly from largest at the bottom to smallest at the top,
although this progression may be broken where the irregular shape of the trunk would make a
branch abnormally prominent or obscure.
Donor: Bill Clark

TOKONOMA

FALL DISPLAY

A tokonoma, typically found in a traditional Japanese home or tea house, is a recess
or alcove, often a few inches above floor level, for displaying flowers, art and
ornaments. The typical display features a harmonious usually seasonal arrangement
with a hanging scroll. Pine bonsai displays are typically two point displays simply
featuring a bonsai and hanging scroll.

MOUNTAIN RANGE SUISEKI
(VIEWING STONE) IN SUIBAN
(a tray filled with gravel or sand)
Collected by Harry Hirao in the
Sierra foothills around Murphys,
California
Donated to the CBCS by the
Harry Hirao Estate
Suiseki are not just any stones
found in nature; they must be
expressive and have a special
shape, color and texture.
Landscape suiseki may resemble
mountains, lakes, waterfalls or
rivers, while other stones have
object shapes such as animals,
people or abstract sculptures.
HANGING SCROLL: COPPER
CALLIGRAPHY ON BLACK
SILK
Donated to the CBCS by Chuck
Nelson

The scroll is written in traditional Chinese cursive style calligraphy. It is a famous poem
by Song Dynasty poet Boren Song It describes a fall scene with images of the west
wind, red leaves, and wild geese and expresses his sadness at being away from home.
Fall poems often have a melancholy tone.

PEDESTAL 14

Richard Ramirez acquired several Montezuma Cypress seedlings in 1973 from the Henderson
Experimental Gardens with the intention of creating a forest. However, they found there way off
into a pot in the corner of Richard’s garden and grew into this intermingled clump.
CBCS 123
Original Artist/ Maker : Richard Ramirez
Common Name : Montezuma Cypress
Botanical Name: Taxodium mucronatum
Date Acquired: 1/14/17
Age: Estimated 46 years
Deciduous
Style: Kabudachi/Clump In the clump style, three or more (should be an odd number) trunks
grow from a single point. The natural equivalent might be a group of trees that have sprouted
from a single cone, or a collection of mature suckers springing from the base of a single tree.
Donor: Richard Ramirez

PEDESTAL 15

Reddish Orange Fall Color
Lavender Flowers in Summer

CBCS 038
Artist/ Maker: Unknown
Common name: Crepe/Crape Myrtle
Botanical Name: Lagerstroemia
Date Acquired: July, 2018
Age: Unknown
Deciduous
Style: Moyogi/ Informal upright The trunk and branches incorporate visible curves, but the apex,
or tip, of the tree is located directly above the trunk's entry into the soil line. Determining style on
this bonsai is problematic. It was donated with no accompanying information, so we don’t know
who the original artist was or what he was going for as to style. It doesn’t really clearly fit one
style. In the words of Curator Bob Hilvers: “Per strict application of the “Japanese Rules” …
technically this is an informal upright. The reality is that the “style rules” cannot be applied
literally. Attempting to do so leads us down a rabbit hole of attempting to pound a square peg in
a round hole. The original purpose of establish “styles” was to provide guide for the artists to
consider a styling approach and as such works quite well. As way to categorize bonsai, not so
much.
Donor: Pressler/Kimura Bonsai & Nursery/FPI Holding Trust

PEDESTAL 16

This liquidambar typically has deep red to burgundy colored leaves, but so far this year the
leaves are more yellow. Each fall season brings surprises.

CBCS 146 LEGACY COLLECTION
Artist/ Maker: Originally, Japanese guest artist for GSBF convention
Kenji Miyata completely restyled in 2015
Common Name: Liquidambar

Botanical Name: Liquidambar styraciflua

Date Acquired: Bob Hilvers purchased in 2002 at GSBF auction for $25. Demo piece for
convention in the 80s
Age:?
Deciduous
Style:Forest or Yose-ue: This style describes a planting of many trees, typically an odd
number unless too many to count easily, in a bonsai pot. The pot has very low sides, to
emphasize the height of the trees. The trees are usually the same species, with a variety of
heights employed to add visual interest and to reflect the age differences encountered in mature
forests. The goal is to portray a view into a forest, and perspective effects, such as placing the
smallest trees toward the rear, are important in developing a specimen in this style.
Donor: Clark Center

PEDESTAL 17

CBCS 007

In winter silhouette transplanted
into a larger pot for root health
and aesthetic enhancement.

The original owner of this bonsai is reported to be Al Green, a founding member of the Hanford
Bonsai Society. The tree was collected in an over 100 year old deserted pomegranate grove.
Artist/ Maker: Ralph Green with extensive restoration by museum staff
Common Name: Pomegranate
Botanical Name: Puncas granatum,
Date Acquired: 5/20/09
Age: Estimated age 100 years +
Deciduous
Style: Kabudachi/Clump In the clump style, three or more (should be an odd number) trunks
grow from a single point. The natural equivalent might be a group of trees that have sprouted
from a single cone, or a collection of mature suckers springing from the base of a single tree.
Donor: Richard Ramirez

PEDESTAL 18

CBCS 003
As reported by Ray Thieme, all the trees in this composition were from seeds harvested from a
single “mother” tree and planted at the same time in 1989.
Artist/ Maker: Ray Thieme
Common Name: Japanese Maple
Botanical Name: Acer palmatum,
Date Acquired: 5/13
Age: 31 years old
Deciduous
Style: Yose-ue/Forest Group This style describes a planting of many trees, typically an odd
number unless too many to count easily, in a bonsai pot. The pot has very low sides, to
emphasize the height of the trees. The trees are usually the same species, with a variety of
heights employed to add visual interest and to reflect the age differences encountered in mature
forests. The goal is to portray a view into a forest, This forest is unique in that the trees are
more numerous than usual and of similar size. Their placement appears totally random, but if
you look closely, you will see that no tree is entirely obscured by any other. This composition
includes an entry point that seems to invite the viewer to take a walk in the forest.
Donor: Purchased by the CBC

PEDESTAL 19

CBCS 087
Artist/ Maker: Unknown
Common Name: Korean Hornbeam is a deciduous tree native to North America and Asia.
Beautiful pleated foliage makes the Korean Hornbeam especially useful in group plantings as
well as for specimen bonsai.
Botanical Name: Carpinus coreana
Date Acquired: Summer 2016
Age: Unknown
Deciduous
Style: Moyogi/Informal upright
The trunk and branches incorporate visible curves, but the
apex, or tip, of the tree is located directly above the trunk's entry into the soil line. Similar to the
formal upright style, branches progress regularly from largest at the bottom to smallest at the
top, although this progression may be broken where the irregular shape of the trunk would make
a branch abnormally prominent or obscure.
Donor: Richard Brustlin #32

PEDESTAL 20

Loropetalum is being seen increasingly as a bonsai species in recent years. It is a rather new
species of shrub coming to the United States in 1989 when some were sent to The U.S.
National Arboretum from the Nihonkaki Nursery in Japan. Soon after many varieties were being
imported. Around 2000 or so they started to become widely used for landscaping. A relative of
the Witch Hazel, it flowers in a similar manner with 1-2 inch bright pink blooms. the dark purple
foliage stays the same color all year, though it can get a little greener in summer.

CBCS 068

SPONSOR: RON WOODSON

2/26/20-2/26/25

Artist/ Maker: Gene Nelson (See biography)
Common Name: Fringe Flower (Fuchsia)
Botanical Name: Loropetalum chinense f. rubrum 'Zhuzhou Fuchsia'
Date Acquired:12/4/19
Age:
Broadleaf evergreen
Style: Sharimiki/Driftwood This style portrays a tree with a significant part of its trunk bare of
bark. In nature, trees in the sharimiki style are created by disease, physical damage to the trunk,
weathering, and age. At least one strip of live bark must connect the leaves and living branches
to the root system to transport water and nutrients. The bared trunk areas give a strong
impression of age regardless of the tree's conformation, so driftwood bonsai often fall outside of
the conventional styles in shape and foliage.
Donor: On Permanent Loan from the Fresno Bonsai Society

PEDESTAL 21

CBCS 104 LEGACY COLLECTION
Artist/ Maker: Ryutaro "Roy" Oto, was born in Japan, and came to the US with his family. During World War II,
he and his family were interned in Jerome, Read his biography to learn more about his many contributions to his
community and to the Shinzen Japanese Garden.

Common Name: Ginkgo
Botanical Name: Ginkgo biloba
Date Acquired: 1/28/17
Age:
Deciduous
Style: Kabudachi/Clump In the clump style, three or more (should be an odd number) trunks
grow from a single point. The natural equivalent might be a group of trees that have sprouted
from a single cone, or a collection of mature suckers springing from the base of a single tree.
Donor: Chuck Nelson

PEDESTAL 22

Last year we were lucky enough to have a tree full of petite persimmons, but this year, only lonely little fruit.
The Princess Persimmon is a cold-hardy variety of persimmon and is excellent for bonsai due to its
dwarf growth size and the small fruit, which requires both male and female trees for reproduction. The
small fruit can be pumpkin- or tear-shaped. It is yellow in the early fall then gradually turns a dark
reddish orange in the cooler weather of late fall and winter. The fruit can remain on the tree even
after it loses its leaves. Eventually the fruit that manages to remain on the tree turns black about the
time the green leaves of spring emerge. The fruit is primarily ornamental, hanging like tiny glowing
lanterns from the branches of the tree.

CBCS 040
Artist/ Maker: Ray Thieme
Common name: “Princess Persimmon”
Botanical Name: Diospyros kaki
Date Acquired: 5/15/12
Age: Estimated age 10 years
Deciduous
Style: Sankan-gi/ Triple trunk style has three trunks growing from a single root ball. If there are
three trunks of differing diameters, it is referred to as a father, mother, son arrangement. Slender
trunk trees, such as maples and elms, are best suited to this style.
Donor: Bill Clark

PEDESTAL 23

Late fall to early winter fall color. Blooming from late winter to mid-spring and bearing fruit from
summer to early fall depending on the
When this bonsai first arrived at the Collection, it came with no information. It was in such poor
condition that its survival was uncertain and the best guess as to it species was crabapple due
to the look of its trunk and leaves. And crabapple it was until it recovered its health to such a
degree that it was decided to allow it to bloom and fruit. Lo and behold, it turned out to be pear,
thereafter known as the Crabapple Pear.

CBCS 105
Artist/ Maker: Unknown
Common Name: Pear
Botanical Name: Pyrus
Date Acquired: July, 2016
Age: Unknown
Deciduous
Style: Moyogi/ Informal upright The trunk and branches incorporate visible curves, but the apex,
or tip, of the tree is located directly above the trunk's entry into the soil line.
Donor: Richard Brustlln # 25

PEDESTAL 24

CBCS 058
Artist/ Maker: Robert Iseman (See Biography)
Common Name: Trident maple
Botanical Name: Acer buergerianum
Date Acquired: 3/14
Age: Estimated to be 40 years +
Deciduous / Evergreen: Deciduous
Style: Chokkan/Formal upright
The tree has a straight, upright, tapering trunk. Branches
progress regularly from the thickest and broadest at the bottom to the finest and shortest at the
top. This gives the branches a triangular shape and symmetry which is sought after for a formal
upright style. There should be strong surface roots visible, moving from the base of the trunk
downward into the soil, and radiating evenly around the trunk.
Donor: Ruth Iseman

PEDESTAL 25

Loropetalum is being seen increasingly as a bonsai species in recent years. It is a rather new
species of shrub coming to the United States in 1989 when some were sent to The U.S.
National Arboretum from the Nihonkaki Nursery in Japan. Soon after many varieties were being
imported. Around 2000 or so they started to become widely used for landscaping. A relative of
the Witch Hazel, it flowers in a similar manner with 1-2 inch bright pink blooms. the dark purple
foliage stays the same color all year, though it can get a little greener in summer.

CBCS 069
Artist/ Maker: Gene Nelson (See Biography)
Common Name: Chinese Fringe Flower (White)
Botanical Name: Loropetalum chinense Emerald Snow?
Date Acquired: 12/4/19
Age:
Broadleaf Evergreen
Style: Sharimiki/Driftwood This style portrays a tree with a significant part of its trunk bare of
bark. In nature, trees in the sharimiki style are created by disease, physical damage to the trunk,
weathering, and age. At least one strip of live bark must connect the leaves and living branches
to the root system to transport water and nutrients. The bared trunk areas give a strong
impression of age regardless of the tree's conformation, so driftwood bonsai often fall outside of
the conventional styles in shape and foliage.
Donor: Fresno Bonsai Society on permanent loan

\

PEDESTAL 26

This is an example of “urban yamadori,” a twentieth century term coined for bonsai material
collected from the yards, constructions sites, parking lots, or even trash heaps in cities and
towns. Traditional yamadori is a Japanese term for bonsai material collected literally “from the
mountain.” Curatorial team member, Bob Wright, rescued two “Pink Perfection” double ruffle
camellias from the bulldozers when a portion of highway 180 was being cleared for
construction. He gave this one to his friend Robert Iseman, a long time member of the Fresno
Bonsai Society, who made it into this bonsai. Ruth Iseman, Robert’s widow, donated it to the
Clark Bonsai Collection in 2014 when it was over 20 years old. It is evergreen and blooms
between January and May depending on the temperatures. It is displayed in the bonsai
garden during its blooming season every year when docents must be alert for visitors who are
sorely tempted to pluck one of its beautiful pink blossoms.

CBCS 077
Artist/ Maker: Robert Iseman
Common Name: Camillia “Pink Perfection”
Date Acquired: 4/15/14

Botanical Name: C. japonica

Age: Estimated to be 20 years +

Evergreen
Style: Moyogi/Informal upright
The trunk and branches incorporate visible curves, but the
apex, or tip, of the tree is located directly above the trunk's entry into the soil line.
Donor: Ruth Iseman

PEDESTAL 27

Original Forest Style

CBCS 001

After restyling by Ryan Neil due to
the death of the secondary tree.

LEGACY COLLECTION

SPONSOR: Helen Kawaguchi

This bonsai is one of the original four bonsai that formed the beginnings of the Clark Center
Bonsai Collection. Bonsai number one was a favorite of Bill Clark, founder the of the Clark
Center for Japanese Art and Culture, the original home the Clark Bonsai Collection dating back
to 2004. Due to its favored status and popularity with visitors, it has been on almost continuous
display in the number one position in exhibits, regardless of theme. This forest bonsai was
inspired by the redwood forests of the region’s national parks, including carving the top of the
tallest tree to look like a lightning strike. After 14 years on display, the secondary tree died and
the forest required re-arranging and restoration, which was done by the current Visiting Bonsai
Master, Ryan Neil, In 2018.
Original Artist/ Maker: Sam Kawaguchi (See Biographies)
Common Name: Needle Juniper
Date Acquired: 5/14/04

Restyled by Ryan Neil

Botanical Name: Juniperus foemina

Age: Age of oldest tree approx. 60 yrs.

Evergreen
Style: Forest or Yose-ue: This style describes a planting of many trees, typically an odd number
unless too many to count easily, in a bonsai pot. The pot has very low sides, to emphasize the
height of the trees. The trees are usually the same species, with a variety of heights employed
to add visual interest and to reflect the age differences encountered in mature forests. The goal
is to portray a view into a forest, and perspective effects, such as placing the smallest trees
toward the rear, are important in developing a specimen in this style.
Donor: Helen Kawaguchi

